Lay out bottom rails on the floor with appropriate gaps to ensure that once the doors are assembled,
they will fit the opening and are in their correct stacking configuration.
Tools required: Drill, 6mm dia. drill bit, ladder, M10 thin spanner, glass suckers, trestle, 12mm thick
timber/plastic wedges and two installers.

Installing the top track
- The top track (Fig 1) has an inside/outside configuration with the access chamber generally on the outside of
the channel.
- The track needs to be level across the width +/- 2mm or the doors won't slide correctly and will get out-ofplumb, so pack under the track as required.
- Trim the top track to the exact opening size less 2mm both ends to make installing it easier.
- Trim 50mm from the track at the end opposite the floor pivot and place
the long length of track into the roof. This provides an access point for
installing the wheels into the top track with the completed door assembly.

Outside

Inside

- Fix the top track into position, fixing at 300mm centres with suitable fixings.
- If a floor guide channel is to be used, plumb this from the centre of the top
track. Allow for the floor guide channel to finish before the floor pivot
assembly. Normally 130mm from the wall.

Top Track with Pivot in position

Installing the bottom track/guide
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- Depending on the layout of the job and
where a floor pivot or floor spring (for
door on one end) is required, you will
need to trim and install the floor guide
channel allowing for the floor pivot or
floor spring.
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Top Track Pivot

Fig 3

- Note if doors are pivoting from both ends
you will need to allow for this deduction
both ends.

Installing the floor & top track pivots

Fig 2
Cover
Drill 4x6mm holes
in the top track

- Once the track is in position and plumb,
install the floor pivot. The pivot centre
should be located 65mm in from the
edge of the wall. This will allow a 5mm
gap between the glass of the stacking
panel and the wall (Fig 3).
- Laser or plumb a line to the top track and
centre the top track pivot on this line.
- Use the cover of the top track pivot to
mark the position of the four holes and
drill a 6mm dia. hole for each fixing point
(Fig 2).
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Floor Guide/Track
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- Screw the cover to the top track pivot
using 4xM4 screws provided.

Vetro Slide Fold Stack: Installation Instruction
Assembling the panels
- Start to install the Stacking Doors from the first panel which will be fixed into place on the floor pivot.
- Rest the glass panels on a trestle to assemble them to the rails. Check the drawing and rail markings to
ensure the correct positioning of the top and bottom rails and the inside and outside position of rail.
- Place the appropriate gasket onto the glass and fix the rail to the glass allowing a 6mm overhang each
end of the rail (for the end caps or hinges). It is easier to cut the rubber gasket even with the door rail.
Loosely tighten the screws along the length then tighten them starting from the centre of the rail and
working outwards.
- Check all screws for tightness.

Installing the first panel
- Place a sucker onto the glass so that once it is
inserted onto the floor pivot you can hold it in
place while the other person drops the top pivot
into the rail.
- Place the door leaf onto the floor pivot and turn it
to 90degrees so the second person has access to
the top track and can locate the pin in the top
track pivot into the rail pivot assembly.
- To drop the pivot pin down, undo the grub screw
in the side of the top track pivot, once in place,
re-tighten the grub screw onto the pivot pin.
- Check the door is plumb, this will determine the
position of all the doors.
- Check the door for operation. It will be slightly
loose at the head but this will tighten up when
remaining panels are installed.
- Insert the dust seals into one side of the rail if
being used. This allows access to the fittings for
adjustment of the wheels.
- Check which way the doors are to stack and
attach the hinges.

Installing the remaining panels/panels with wheels
- Assemble the wheels and floor guides (where fitted) onto the rail and
tighten the wheels and guides and install the completed door into the
access hatchway.

Fig 4: Wheels

18mm

- Assemble the glass to the remaining doors as previously noted.
- Check format of rail, attach wheels or floor guides as per required layout.
- Screw the wheel or floor guide into place, adjusting the heights out of
the rail as you go. Wheels 18mm gap, floor guides 12mm gap (Fig 4).
- Lock the floor guide/wheel in place, using the locking nuts. Once tight,
locktite is recommended.

Fig 4: Floor Guide
12mm

- For doors with no wheels or floor guides, place 12mm
wedges under the door and prop it at 90degrees to the
installed door panel. Attach the door to the hinges.
Engage one screw then the remaining screw prior to
tightening both. For unsupported leaves with no
wheels, leave the wedges in place until the next leaf is
installed with wheels on.

Fig 5

- For doors with wheels and guides, attach them as
noted above. Align the door over the "access hatch" in
the top track and insert the wheel into the top track.
- Move the door into position and attach to the hinges.
- Remove the timber chocks from unsupported doors
and check for plumb, and heights and operation of the
door. Note: doors should be plumbed and checked for
operation as you assemble them, do not leave the
adjusting to the end.
- Door height can be adjusted by turning the adjustment
nut (Fig 5), then re-tightening locking nut.
- Attach the dust seal to the door as previous.
- Continue this process until all doors are completed.
- Once doors are stacking and folding correctly, install
covers by placing the cover onto the bottom of the rail
first and clip onto the top of the rail.

- For doors with pushlocks, place the thumb turn
when the covers are on and locktite into place.
Check pushlocks hold up in the track when opened.
- For locking door rails you will need to remove the
black plastic covers for the key cylinder to put the
covers on.
- Fit any end caps to the relevant doors.

- Close the doors and mark on the floor the position of
the dust sockets or lock sockets (Fig 6).
- Check for plumb and drill the relevant holes and install
the dust sockets, checking for alignment with the locks.
Check for correct operation.
- If required, weather seals are available for the ends of
the doors to provide additional weather protection.
- Dust sockets can be installed to hold the doors in the
open stacked position if required.
- Dust sockets are not required where a floor guide track
is installed.

Door Stops
It is recommended to fit a door stop where the first fixed
leaf stacks. This will stop the doors folding too far back.

Top Track Accessway
Screw the last 50mm piece of track into place.

Fig 6: Lock Sockets

Opening and closing the doors
- In continuously stacking systems, doors should be opened firstly by only slightly opening each section.
Then progressively rolling the doors back, providing additional support as noted where marked (A).

- Do not force the doors back.
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- To close the doors, pull back into position,

providing guidance where noted (A).
- It is recommended to advise customer of the

correct operation of the doors.

Top insert position

Top Track
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Door Stacks

Top Track
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Door Stacks

Top Track
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Note: The floor pivot should be aligned plumb with the top track pivot.
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